








 

Sent the 16th of March 1793 

Proxy of William Campell and Josette Chartier his spouse;  

of Jacques Samozets and Angelique Gagnon his spouse to 

Mr Alexandre Dumas 

 

First, it is literally written that Marie Josephte [Josette] Chartier from parish Ste-

Marguerite de Blairfindie is the daughter of Louis Chartier and Marie Magdeleine 

Lefebvre and the spouse of Alexandre William Campbell. Angelique Gagnon is said 

daughter of Pierre Gagnon and Marie Isabelle Chartier and spouse of Jacques Samoset dit 

Jacot from same parish. 

 

No doubt, this is a major document proving once and for all the link between the wife of 

William Campbell and her parents Louis Chartier and Marie Magdeleine Lefebvre from 

Berthier (warm thanks to Jeff). 

 

Nature of document:  

It is a proxy by both couples to Alexandre Dumas a notary who represented them in the 

inheritance of their deceased cousin Marie Jeanne Chartier from Quebec city. The two 

women are “authorized” by their husbands to speak for themselves. Married woman had 

the status of a minor in those days. 

 

The first objective of the mandate for both couples was to declare their interest as 

legitimate inheritors of their cousin Marie Jeanne. To be entitled to inherit, the potential 

inheritors had to notify their intention before a certain deadline, what they did. 

 

The power of attorney given by Marie and Angelique to Dumas authorised him to accept 

or refuse the inheritance in their names depending if the balance sheet was positive or 

negative. Dumas had to make sure that an inventory of the assets of the succession would 

be made and that a notary would be in charge of the inventory with the agreement of the 



other inheritors. If the balance sheet ended up to be positive, he had to make sure that the 

auction of the properties was planned and well done. 

This summary was my understanding of the document. I think the main contents is there. 

 

A word on the relationship between Michel Dubord and Marie Jeanne Chartier:  

Thanks to Jeff, we now know that Michel Dubord is married to Marie Chartier daughter 

of Francois Chartier himself brother of Louis. But in this case, I was not sure that Marie 

Jeanne and Marie were the same person. There is no mention of a marital relationship 

between the deceased Marie Jeanne Chartier and Michel Dubord in the Campbell-

Samoiset document. If they were married it would have been mentioned. The only 

relation mentioned is that Dubord was her legal guardian when she died at Quebec city. 

Nothing is said on her parents either so we can not be sure she is the daughter of 

Francois. 

 

Then I found other documents describing the inheritance of Marie Jeanne bound to the 

Campbell-Samoiset document. According to the contents of those documents, Marie 

Jeanne is not Dubord’s wife. The detailed explanation is in the summary in English 

mentioned below.  

 

http://pistard.banq.qc.ca/unite_chercheurs/description_fonds?p_anqsid=20170222084550558&p_centre=03Q&p_classe=CC&p_fonds=301&p_numunide=959181
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